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|  The only place for leaders in methanol to get 
market insights and build business relationships

Your chance to connect with budget holders in the methanol industry and make informed decisions about your future growth strategy

Do not miss your opportunity to meet and do 
business with 250+ decision makers from the 
key buyers, sellers and traders of methanol.

Gain valuable insights into the post-Covid 
trading landscape for methanol: Devise 
strategies to capitalize on commercial 

opportunities with market intelligence from 
experts from across the supply chain.

Hear the latest developments in low-
carbon methanol production including 

the technology involved, commercial and 
environmental drivers and potential demand 

in the coming years.

Stay ahead of the curve and get a handle 
on the next market disruptor – hear from 

experts in fuel cell technology, shipping and 
transportation fuels.

|  Join 250+ attendees for two days of networking and knowledge exchange at the leading conference 
for the key producers, traders, buyers and sellers of methanol.

The Argus Methanol Forum is the key event in the industry’s calendar for anyone looking to do business with the biggest buyers and sellers 
of methanol. 

As the contract negotiation season commences, ensure that you are in the best position to meet decision makers, gain updates into market 
dynamics and trade flows and get the latest insights into new and evolving methanol applications that will shape the future of the sector. 

|   Why attend the Argus Methanol Forum?
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|  The most time-efficient and effective way to meet leaders in the  
methanol industry 

This event will bring together decision-makers from across the methanol industry to reinforce 
and rekindle relationships, establish new contacts, gain core market insights, and prepare for new 

challenges and opportunities. Book now to secure your pass for the most efficient and effective 
meeting place for networking and doing business with methanol peers.

Attendees by business activity:

Methanol Producers Traders Shipping and 
Logistics

Chemical 
Manufacturers

Marketing and 
Distribution

Construction and 
Engineering

|  The only place for leaders in methanol to get 
market insights and build business relationships

Your chance to connect with budget holders in the methanol industry and make informed decisions about your future growth strategy
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Key companies attending Argus Methanol Forum include:

Attendees by job title:
   President & Chief Executive Officer

   Chief Commercial Officer

   Chief Operating Officer

   Managing Director

   Senior Vice President - Business 
Development

   Trading Manager, Methanol

   Global Market Manager

   Regional Sales & Marketing Manager 
Americas

   Global Procurement Director

   Business Manager

   Commercial Manager

   Purchasing Manager

   Category Manager

   Transformation Leader, Sourcing

   Vice President, Supply Sales & Distribution

   Head of Marketing, Industrial products

   Supply Chain & Procurement Manager

   Global Business Development Manager

   Senior Business Manager, Methanol Business

   Vice President - Marketing

   Global Methanol Commercial Director

   Director of Chemicals

   Managing Director

   Director, Feedstock Purchasing

   Senior Commodity Manager

   VP Methanol - Ethanol Sales

   Vice President of Purchasing & Production

   Market Analyst, Methanol

   Director, Commercial Fuels & Octane 
Business

   Commercial Manager - Fuels Feedstocks

|  The only place for leaders in methanol to get 
market insights and build business relationships

Your chance to connect with budget holders in the methanol industry and make informed decisions about your future growth strategy
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|  The only place for leaders in methanol to get 
market insights and build business relationships

Your chance to connect with budget holders in the methanol industry and make informed decisions about your future growth strategy

|  Key topics on the agenda 

Post-Covid recovery: How 
will methanol demand 
bounce back in 2021?

The impact of Covid-19 reverberated 
across the many sectors in which 

methanol is used and demand was 
greatly affected during the pandemic. 
As lockdowns are lifting and industries 

are gearing up, how will demand fare 
over 2021? Speakers from across the 

supply chain will share their experience 
and market insights on what to expect 

in the upcoming months.

Asia Methanol focus and 
MTO update

The largest growth in methanol 
consumption over the last 10 years 

has been in Asia, and China more 
specifically. As a global market 
it is critical to understand the 

developments in Asia and how this will 
continue to grow in the coming years. 
MTO is the fastest growing derivative 

in the methanol market, as the demand 
for olefins is growing.

How can methanol 
compete with other 

sustainable fuels as the 
marine fuel of the future?

The shipping industry has been 
mandated to reduce its environmental 

impact. Amongst various initiatives 
is the commitment to switch to more 
sustainable fuels of which methanol is 

one of the options. The key question for 
shipowners and throughout the sector 
is which solution is the most practical, 
economically viable and ensures they 
meet their sustainability goals in the 

short and medium term?

Driving demand growth: 
Methanol as an alternative 

fuel for automotive 
applications

Methanol’s application in the 
automotive industry continues to 

drive growth both in the form of MTBE 
and as a fuel for fleets of vehicles 

such as taxis in China. Attendees will 
gain valuable insights into how the 

technology and demand will develop in 
the coming years.

Low carbon methanol 
production

Developments in producing 
methanol in a more sustainable way 

have been gaining momentum in 
recent years. From bio methanol 
to renewable methanol, several 

companies are exploring, or already 
producing methanol that has a lower 

environmental impact than traditional 
methods. Hear from experts on how 
this will develop, including the costs, 

volumes and demand in the  
coming years. 

|  Virtual passes
We understand that there is still uncertainty about international travel, so we are offering the option of virtual attendance to Argus Methanol Forum.

As a virtual delegate you will get access to the full conference agenda as well as the opportunity to set up virtual meetings with in-person and virtual attendees. 
Visit the website to learn more about delegate passes to Argus Methanol Forum.
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|  Your agenda
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|  Your agenda
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|  Meet the speakers
Insights from leading industry figures
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|  Thank you to our sponsors

Host sponsor:
Proman is an integrated energy company and the world’s second largest methanol producer.

Headquartered in Switzerland, with production assets in the United States, Trinidad and Oman, and ongoing expansion into Mexico, Proman 
is a global leader in methanol, fertilizer and other products such as melamine and has extensive experience in petrochemical plant operations, 
petrochemical and power plant construction, marketing and logistics, and project management.

Proman is committed to developing sustainable methanol and ammonia as cleaner alternatives to fossil fuels, offering a pathway to drastically 
cutting emissions in power generation, overland transportation, shipping and industry.

www.proman.org

Green chemical sponsor:
thyssenkrupp’s Uhde business unit combines unique technological expertise and decades of global experience in the engineering, 
procurement, construction and service of chemical plants. We develop innovative processes and products for a more sustainable future 
and thus contribute to the long-term success of our customers in almost all areas of the chemical industry. Our portfolio includes leading 
technologies for the production of basic chemicals, fertilizers and polymers as well as complete value-chains for green hydrogen and 
sustainable chemicals.

www.thyssenkrupp.com

Silver sponsor:
Southern Chemical Corporation (SCC) is an industry leader specializing in the delivery of methanol through world class customer service and 
solution-driven logistics. With strategically placed terminals and multiple production facilities throughout the world, SCC can work with you 
to form a strategic partnership for your methanol demand. Since its founding in 1997, SCC has grown to become the preferred and reliable 
market leader of methanol sales and distribution in the Western Hemisphere. By focusing exclusively on the methanol market, we are able to 
provide our strategic partners with current market intelligence critical in helping them make the best possible buying decisions.

southernchemical.com

Lunch sponsor:
OCI N.V. is a global producer and distributor of fertilizers and industrial chemicals based in the Netherlands. OCI is a leading global nitrogen 
fertilizer producer with almost 10 million metric tons of capacity and is also one the world’s largest methanol producers with almost 3 million 
tons of proportionate capacity. OCI’s methanol plants include OCI Beaumont and Natgasoline in Texas, USA, and BioMCN in the Netherlands. 
OCI employs approximately 3,000 people and is listed on the NYSE Euronext in Amsterdam under the symbol “OCI”.

www.oci.nl
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|  Thank you to our sponsors

Breakfast sponsor:
Atlantic Methanol (AMPCO) operates one of the largest and lowest cost methanol plants in the world. Located on Bioko Island in Equatorial 
Guinea, West Africa, AMPCO has been producing IMPCA-spec methanol since 2001. Owned by Marathon Oil Corporation, Noble Energy, Inc. 
and SONAGAS, the National Gas Company of Equatorial Guinea, AMPCO produces approximately one million metric tons per year, about 1% 
of the global market. AMPCO proudly participates in the Bioko Island Malaria Control Project and a Malaria Vaccine Project to help prevent 
and treat a deadly threat that kills hundreds of thousands of Africans every year, especially children. The entire AMPCO organization is also 
engaged in empowering our Equatoguinean staff via long-term and continuous Learning and Development efforts. AMPCO is committed to 
safety, reliability and good corporate citizenship to become the most successful methanol company in the industry.

www.atlanticmethanol.com

Coffee break sponsor:
Haldor Topsoe is a global leader in supply of catalysts, licensed process technology, and services to the chemical and refining industries. 
Topsoe aims to be the global leader within carbon emission reduction technologies by 2024. Topsoe-designed methanol production plants 
combine advanced syngas generation and syngas-to-methanol processes with a full range of catalysts to the methanol plant, including our 
high-activity methanol synthesis catalysts and comprehensive services. They are designed specifically to help you maximize yields and drive 
down costs. Our expert services can help increase capacity, efficiency or even feedstock flexibility, creating the foundation for optimal day-
to-day operation and increased profitability.

www.topsoe.com

Meeting room sponsor:
Koch Methanol and its affiliates are committed to supplying methanol to a global customer base in a competitive and timely manner. Methanol 
is used in the manufacturing of countless everyday products, from plywood to carpet and fuels to plastics. Koch Methanol is a part of Koch Ag 
& Energy Solutions, LLC.

www.kochmethanol.com

Supporting partner:
The Methanol Institute (MI) serves as the global trade association for the methanol industry, representing the world’s leading producers, 
distributors, and technology companies. Founded in 1989 in Washington DC, MI now represents its members from five offices around world 
in Singapore, Washington DC, Beijing, Brussels and Delhi.

www.methanol.org
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Contact us:

Registration inquiries

Anna Volante 
Direct: +1 713 360 7542 
Cell: +1 832 687 8760 
anna.volante@argusmedia.com

Speaking inquiries

Meliss Chew 
+44 (0) 7739 035 338 
melissa.chew@argusmedia.com

Sponsorship opportunities

+44 (0) 7525 815 194 
sponsorship@argusmedia.com

Marketing partnerships

Anita Agyeman 
+44 (0) 20 7780 4304 
anita.agyeman@argusmedia.com

|  Argus Methanol Forum
September 14-15, 2021   |   Houston, Texas, US  |  Four Seasons Hotel Houston


